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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Wall .

Cost: 15 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Wall .

Cost: 15 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Wall .

Cost: 15 mana
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Wall .

Cost: 15 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Although Leon was pretty sure that he could learn spells like Magma Wall,
Thunder Wall, even Steel Wall in a week or two, he didn't feel like it . After
learning those four spells, he went to sleep, but when he woke up the next day,
Leon felt something he had felt many times before on the other island . First,
his body was sluggish, he didn't feel like doing anything . Leon was thinking
too much about useless things, things that would never help him in any way .

"This is a waste of time . . . even if practice my skills day in and day out
without sleeping, the harvesters are on this planet to become stronger .
Considering that they can fight against hundreds of enemies, they are
becoming stronger much faster than I am . "

Although Leon didn't want to move all that much, he forced himself to do the
first thing he does every day, harvest blue angel leaves and turn them into

dust, and then added water to create the mana liquid . At least, he managed to
use the liquid to practice Haste . It was a good idea to run or exercise his
body while that skill was active and while he was recovering his mana
without much effort . But Leon felt that only that was enough . . . since Haste
also increases his perception of time, perhaps he would get rid of that
depression faster .



However, different from the times Leon stayed in that state for several days

on the island, this time, he recovered before Darya woke up . It was thanks to
the fact that he knew that his family and friends were alive . He did
everything to increase their chances of survival in case something happens,
and the ring he gave them would also make them stronger every day . So,
Leon didn't have to waste too much time doubting his efforts .
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"I need to make two of those rings for Darya and I . . . instead of killing them,
I will have to use Seal . . . easier said than done . I don't have attacks that can
stop them without risking killing those monsters, and there isn't even a
guarantee that I will obtain those effects from Kraken or ancient whales . . . "

"So, you can create items that can let us recover and increase our mana
without having to meditate?" Darya asked . "I'm all for it, now that I'm free

to do whatever I want, I don't want to spend my time sitting and without
using my head . "

"I didn't ask that . . . " Leon sighed . "I'm worried because using those kinds

of skills and items may prejudice us later . Although I can create magic items,
I don't want to rely too much on external factors always to help me . I'm
pretty sure those factors will put me in problems in the future . "

"You worry too much about the strangest things . . . " Darya frowned . "Do
you plan to use those skills and items to slack off? As long as you keep

working hard, I don't think you will have such problems . "



In the end, Leon could only nod . But he wondered if things could be so
simple . . . It was hard to admit, but Leon knew he wasn't smart, but he knew
that he tends to be overly suspicious of everything .

" . . . I guess a monster like Kraken could work as a good watchdog . If a
harvester appears, I'm pretty sure a monster like that can buy us a few

seconds . "

Leon hesitated for a while, but in the end, he transformed a Kraken he had
just killed into a zombie . He also checked its status to confirm how strong the

creature had become .
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Zombie Kraken

Health: 18000/18000

Mana: 12000/12000

Stamina: 6000/6000

Active Skills: Water Cyclone Lv 150, Suction Lv 90, Dark Ink Lv 80

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 80



"The skill leveled up two times, and that was why the monster's health, mana,
and stamina increased by twenty percent . Still . . . the creature lost its ability
to absorb water attacks . "

It was a pretty impressive growth, didn't create more than one . Leon wanted
coins, but it was better to keep working hard directly to earn them .

"I guess with this, we can explore the ocean and see the underwater
dungeons," Darya said . "It is awe-inspiring that you have a skill like that .
Even with all our technology, we didn't manage to find many underwater
dungeons . "

"That is true, but I think that an ancient zombie whale would be more useful
in that regard," Leon said .

"Why?" Darya frowned .

"Because the creature can store more air inside its mouth," Leon answered .

"Do you want to travel inside their mouths?" Darya frowned again . "I would
rather use a Mana Barrier instead of exploring the ocean inside a monster's
mouth . Besides, how would we find the dungeons inside the monsters? We

wouldn't see anything . "

Although her reasons were pesky, Darya's reasoning was sound . So, they
would have to risk themselves a little more to explore the underwater
dungeons . Leon was quite excited to explore the ocean, but also a little
worried because he didn't know if Kraken and ancient whales were the



bosses . . . if those creatures had a stronger version of themselves inside the
dungeons . . . things would get really messy .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Wall .

Cost: 15 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Wall .

Cost: 15 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Wall .

Cost: 15 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Wall .

Cost: 15 mana

You obtained 01 status points .



Although Leon was pretty sure that he could learn spells like Magma Wall,
Thunder Wall, even Steel Wall in a week or two, he didnt feel like it . After
learning those four spells, he went to sleep, but when he woke up the next day,
Leon felt something he had felt many times before on the other island . First,
his body was sluggish, he didnt feel like doing anything . Leon was thinking
too much about useless things, things that would never help him in any way .

This is a waste of time . . . even if practice my skills day in and day out
without sleeping, the harvesters are on this planet to become stronger .
Considering that they can fight against hundreds of enemies, they are
becoming stronger much faster than I am .

Although Leon didnt want to move all that much, he forced himself to do the
first thing he does every day, harvest blue angel leaves and turn them into

dust, and then added water to create the mana liquid . At least, he managed to
use the liquid to practice Haste . It was a good idea to run or exercise his
body while that skill was active and while he was recovering his mana
without much effort . But Leon felt that only that was enough . . . since Haste
also increases his perception of time, perhaps he would get rid of that
depression faster .

However, different from the times Leon stayed in that state for several days

on the island, this time, he recovered before Darya woke up . It was thanks to
the fact that he knew that his family and friends were alive . He did
everything to increase their chances of survival in case something happens,
and the ring he gave them would also make them stronger every day . So,
Leon didnt have to waste too much time doubting his efforts .

I need to make two of those rings for Darya and I . . . instead of killing them,
I will have to use Seal . . . easier said than done . I dont have attacks that can



stop them without risking killing those monsters, and there isnt even a
guarantee that I will obtain those effects from Kraken or ancient whales . . .

So, you can create items that can let us recover and increase our mana without
having to meditate? Darya asked . Im all for it, now that Im free to do

whatever I want, I dont want to spend my time sitting and without using my
head .

I didnt ask that . . . Leon sighed . Im worried because using those kinds of

skills and items may prejudice us later . Although I can create magic items, I
dont want to rely too much on external factors always to help me . Im pretty

sure those factors will put me in problems in the future .

You worry too much about the strangest things . . . Darya frowned . Do you
plan to use those skills and items to slack off? As long as you keep working

hard, I dont think you will have such problems .

In the end, Leon could only nod . But he wondered if things could be so
simple . . . It was hard to admit, but Leon knew he wasnt smart, but he knew
that he tends to be overly suspicious of everything .

. . . I guess a monster like Kraken could work as a good watchdog . If a
harvester appears, Im pretty sure a monster like that can buy us a few

seconds .

Leon hesitated for a while, but in the end, he transformed a Kraken he had
just killed into a zombie . He also checked its status to confirm how strong the

creature had become .



Zombie Kraken

Health: 18000/18000

Mana: 12000/12000

Stamina: 6000/6000

Active Skills: Water Cyclone Lv 150, Suction Lv 90, Dark Ink Lv 80

Passive Skills: Swim Lv 80

The skill leveled up two times, and that was why the monsters health, mana,
and stamina increased by twenty percent . Still . . . the creature lost its ability
to absorb water attacks .

It was a pretty impressive growth, didnt create more than one . Leon wanted
coins, but it was better to keep working hard directly to earn them .

I guess with this, we can explore the ocean and see the underwater dungeons,
Darya said . It is awe-inspiring that you have a skill like that . Even with all
our technology, we didnt manage to find many underwater dungeons .

That is true, but I think that an ancient zombie whale would be more useful in
that regard, Leon said .

Why? Darya frowned .



Because the creature can store more air inside its mouth, Leon answered .

Do you want to travel inside their mouths? Darya frowned again . I would
rather use a Mana Barrier instead of exploring the ocean inside a monsters
mouth . Besides, how would we find the dungeons inside the monsters? We

wouldnt see anything .

Although her reasons were pesky, Daryas reasoning was sound . So, they
would have to risk themselves a little more to explore the underwater
dungeons . Leon was quite excited to explore the ocean, but also a little
worried because he didnt know if Kraken and ancient whales were the
bosses . . . if those creatures had a stronger version of themselves inside the
dungeons . . . things would get really messy .
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It wasn't necessary, but after luring one Kraken, Leon helped his zombie
Kraken to speed up the end of the battle . Darya didn't have any magic items;
in fact, she was stronger than Leon without any magic items, and while her
skills were still at a low-level . . . Still, Leon decided to create some magic
items to keep her safe in case something happens . However . . . the moment
Leon tried to seal the spirit of a Kraken on a steel ring, the ring started to burn
and then exploded .

"What the heck . . . " Leon frowned .



Leon suffered no damage since his Mana Armor was always active, but he
lost a lot of mana, and that scared the crap out of him . When the ring

exploded, the mana within the Kraken spirit also dispersed . So, he had to find
another one . However, when he tried to create a magic staff with the soul of
another monster . . . it exploded again .

"I guess I finally reached the limit of magic items I can create using steel
weapons . "

Leon didn't give up, he tried to create magic items by combining several
types of metal with the spirits of Krakens and ancient whales, but he failed
every time . Not only that, but he also spent one week trying .
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"I guess it is impossible to seal their spirits in common metal," Darya said .
"We have no choice but to keep using magic items from weaker monsters,
or . . . we will have to learn how to create that metal or find in other worlds .
"

"So, it can really be found in other worlds . " Leon rubbed his chin . "The
people of my planet didn't try to explore other worlds all that much . Did the
people here try that?"

"Yes . . . but we stopped when the harvesters appeared . " Darya looked
away . "In fact, I even saw one magic staff made of that kind of metal . "



"Just one?" Leon frowned . "Is it that difficult to find? If that is the case, I
thought this kind of item would be kept hidden in a very safe place, and it
would go to the hands of a very capable soldier . I didn't think you have
visited the frontlines . "
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"I didn't . . . that magic staff belongs to my grandfather . " Darya let out a
long sigh . "Only a few people know this, but by using that magic staff, he
managed to stop a rampage harvester by himself . "

"Are you for real?" Leon said, his eyes wide open . "How exactly he did that?
If I manage to learn what kind of spells he used . . . perhaps I could try to
replicate it and then obtain the power to make a harvester tell what I want . "

"The details of the battle are classified," Darya said . "Although there are
rumors like that, no one knows what kind of spells my grandfather can use . "

"I see . . . but to think a man who has been using mana only for seventy years
being able to defeat creatures like that . . . " Leon rubbed his chin . "Now, I
understand why he is the most influential person in this world . "
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"I got it," Leon said . "I have no intention of involving myself with someone
who uses his relatives like tools and slaves . "

That being said, Leon was quite curious of Darya's grandfather skills and
weapons . Anyway, after giving Darya some rings that would increase her
health, endurance, and mentality, they decided to look for underwater
dungeons . She was short and frail, so she couldn't use shields, armor, or
anything to have . . . those were the only things Darya could use .

Regardless, even though Leon could defeat Kraken and ancient whales, he
had no intention of entering their dungeon or checking their worlds . It was
because he couldn't use his crazy method of restoring mana . Although Leon
and Darya could eat blue angel leaves, they couldn't stay underwater for long
periods of time . Besides, Leon just wanted to fight with no more than ten of
those colossal monsters every day . His skills were leveling up like crazy, but
that wasn't good for the heart . And there was always the chance that they
could find a harvester while they were at it .

The zombie Kraken was so convenient that Leon almost forgot to ask if there
were grim reapers in that world . He would need them to obtain the skill Zen,
so he asked at the end of the day where they found a dungeon where the
Krakens were spawning . Fortunately, it looked like only one appeared per
hour . It looked like the second stage of assimilation changed the rules knew
discovered after leaving the island . It was a pain, but in that situation, that
was favorable to them .

"Grim reapers? I read in a book that they existed . . . " Darya said .

"Before the harvesters appeared," Leon added .



"Yes . . . If I remember correctly, the dungeon spawned skeletons, and that
was the boss . " Darya said . "But the dungeon became inactive twenty years
ago . "

Leon let out a long sigh . He was already used to facing problems like that, so
even though it was annoying, it wasn't the end of the world . He could always
find other monsters that have similar skills and create an item that has that
kind of passive skill . In fact, since he was in a world that had stronger
monsters than on Earth, he would probably find a much better version of it .
He just has to have a little bit of patience .

It wasnt necessary, but after luring one Kraken, Leon helped his zombie
Kraken to speed up the end of the battle . Darya didnt have any magic items;
in fact, she was stronger than Leon without any magic items, and while her
skills were still at a low-level . . . Still, Leon decided to create some magic
items to keep her safe in case something happens . However . . . the moment
Leon tried to seal the spirit of a Kraken on a steel ring, the ring started to burn
and then exploded .

What the heck . . . Leon frowned .

Leon suffered no damage since his Mana Armor was always active, but he
lost a lot of mana, and that scared the crap out of him . When the ring

exploded, the mana within the Kraken spirit also dispersed . So, he had to find
another one . However, when he tried to create a magic staff with the soul of
another monster . . . it exploded again .

I guess I finally reached the limit of magic items I can create using steel
weapons .



Leon didnt give up, he tried to create magic items by combining several types
of metal with the spirits of Krakens and ancient whales, but he failed every
time . Not only that, but he also spent one week trying .

I guess it is impossible to seal their spirits in common metal, Darya said . We

have no choice but to keep using magic items from weaker monsters, or . . .
we will have to learn how to create that metal or find in other worlds .

So, it can really be found in other worlds . Leon rubbed his chin . The people
of my planet didnt try to explore other worlds all that much . Did the people
here try that?

Yes . . . but we stopped when the harvesters appeared . Darya looked away .
In fact, I even saw one magic staff made of that kind of metal .

Just one? Leon frowned . Is it that difficult to find? If that is the case, I
thought this kind of item would be kept hidden in a very safe place, and it
would go to the hands of a very capable soldier . I didnt think you have
visited the frontlines .

I didnt . . . that magic staff belongs to my grandfather . Darya let out a long
sigh . Only a few people know this, but by using that magic staff, he managed
to stop a rampage harvester by himself .

Are you for real? Leon said, his eyes wide open . How exactly he did that? If

I manage to learn what kind of spells he used . . . perhaps I could try to
replicate it and then obtain the power to make a harvester tell what I want .



The details of the battle are classified, Darya said . Although there are rumors
like that, no one knows what kind of spells my grandfather can use .

I see . . . but to think a man who has been using mana only for seventy years
being able to defeat creatures like that . . . Leon rubbed his chin . Now, I
understand why he is the most influential person in this world .

I got it, Leon said . I have no intention of involving myself with someone
who uses his relatives like tools and slaves .

That being said, Leon was quite curious of Daryas grandfather skills and
weapons . Anyway, after giving Darya some rings that would increase her
health, endurance, and mentality, they decided to look for underwater
dungeons . She was short and frail, so she couldnt use shields, armor, or
anything to have . . . those were the only things Darya could use .

Regardless, even though Leon could defeat Kraken and ancient whales, he
had no intention of entering their dungeon or checking their worlds . It was
because he couldnt use his crazy method of restoring mana . Although Leon
and Darya could eat blue angel leaves, they couldnt stay underwater for long
periods of time . Besides, Leon just wanted to fight with no more than ten of
those colossal monsters every day . His skills were leveling up like crazy, but
that wasnt good for the heart . And there was always the chance that they
could find a harvester while they were at it .

The zombie Kraken was so convenient that Leon almost forgot to ask if there
were grim reapers in that world . He would need them to obtain the skill Zen,
so he asked at the end of the day where they found a dungeon where the
Krakens were spawning . Fortunately, it looked like only one appeared per
hour . It looked like the second stage of assimilation changed the rules knew



discovered after leaving the island . It was a pain, but in that situation, that
was favorable to them .

Grim reapers? I read in a book that they existed . . . Darya said .

Before the harvesters appeared, Leon added .

Yes . . . If I remember correctly, the dungeon spawned skeletons, and that
was the boss . Darya said . But the dungeon became inactive twenty years
ago .

Leon let out a long sigh . He was already used to facing problems like that, so
even though it was annoying, it wasnt the end of the world . He could always
find other monsters that have similar skills and create an item that has that
kind of passive skill . In fact, since he was in a world that had stronger
monsters than on Earth, he would probably find a much better version of it .
He just has to have a little bit of patience .
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Without having the need to lure monsters to the island trying to replicate a
dungeon break anymore . Leon and Darya spent most of their time practicing
their basic spells and all levels of magic manipulation, transformation, and
creation .

However, unlike Darya who needed to sleep at least six hours every day,
Leon only had to sleep once every three days . He used that extra time to level



up Haste . After another month living in that place, Haste reached level sixty,
and now Leon could experience everything one hundred and sixty percent
times faster . The only real problem they faced so far was the lack of monsters

that resembled grim reapers . Since they were surrounded by the ocean, they
didn't found a single ghost-type monster .

Despite that, things were going well, perhaps too well . Leon had a feeling
that soon something troublesome would happen and throw their current
routine out of the rails . . . Leon didn't want to let that happen before he
solves the problem with the Zen skill .

"Checkpoint isn't powerful enough to transport us from here to back to the

continent . . . but at least it should take us to the halfway point . "

"What's wrong?" Darya asked .

"I was just thinking of leaving this place for a while to find ghost-type
monsters that can suck mana," Leon said . "Even though we will only be gone
for a while . We need to completely erase our traces from this island . Using
Checkpoint, we will probably have an easy time leaving the continent to reach
the ocean . However, to do that, we will have to reach the continent using an
underground path . The best method of doing that is by . . . "

"Using the mouth of an ancient whale in order to save time, and we won't
need to go to the surface to get air…" Darya sighed . "I supposed it can't be
helped… I will get the plants, and you will destroy everything we created
here . "



Darya was a bit troublesome because she was somewhat childish, but she was
quick to understand that sometimes things couldn't be helped . It was
unpleasant for her, but to avoid detection, they would have to travel inside the
mouth of a monster .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

While Darya was putting their stock of blue angel plants inside the magic box,
Leon was making sure to destroy without leaving traces of anything they built
on that island . After half a day, everything was ready, Leon used the zombie
Kraken to defeat an ancient whale, and after that, he made the decaying
corpse of the Kraken fall into the depths of the ocean by deactivating the
skill .

Although they had to stop to make the whale stock some air, it was quite easy
and fast since the monster didn't have to put all his body out of the water .
Regardless, when they were twenty kilometers away from the coast, Leon had
the zombie stop . Then he created one of the points he needed to use
Checkpoint skill . The limit of that skill was twenty-six kilometers at the
moment, but it was better to keep some room for error in case something

happens .

After travelling for a while, they finally reached the proximity of the coast .
Leon and Darya were like two kilometers away from it, but if they get too
close, the soldiers nearby would probably notice the zombie whale approach .
So, they left the mouth using a Mana Barrier . Leon tried to find the hole he
created, and he found it, but just as he had expected, something happened,
and it was closed with some earth . Something like that couldn't even be
considered a problem, so both of them get rid of the obstacles and eventually

found only the hole they created filled with water .(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });



Using Mana Dominion, Leon checked if someone or something was nearby,
but he found nothing . Despite that, he left he hole slowly, only to find he and
Darya alone under the massive city .

"It looks like no one came to this place since we left," Leon said . "Still, I will
seal the hole just in case . "

"What is the plan?" Darya asked .

"I will ask the few acquaintances I have here about ghost-type monsters,"
Leon said while he was creating the second part of the Checkpoint . "I'm sure

Anton or Eadmund would give the information I want as long as I help them
a little . Even if they don't have the information I want, they can give me
some clues . "

After hiding the Checkpoint symbol under a fake rock, Leon and Darya flew
toward Anton's village . Along the way, Leon created several Checkpoints
and hid them as well . Although only Leon and whoever he wants to transport
could use those symbols, they could be destroyed . So, hiding them was a

must . Leon would be able to cut down the time it took to return to the ocean,
and even level up the spell, increasing its effective range . The only real
problem of Checkpoint was the cost of mana and that he could only move
between two-predetermined locations .

Although only a few months have passed since Leon and Darya left that area,
they managed to reach the territory of Anton's village in two days, even
though they had to fly during three when they headed to the ocean .
Regardless, soon they noticed a few things . . . the number of bloody wasps
was small, but not because Anton and his friends were making good use of
the magic weapons . It was because they were fighting against something . . .



and by the signs of destruction created by magic, it looked like they were
fighting against the guards of the city above .

Without having the need to lure monsters to the island trying to replicate a
dungeon break anymore . Leon and Darya spent most of their time practicing
their basic spells and all levels of magic manipulation, transformation, and
creation .

However, unlike Darya who needed to sleep at least six hours every day,
Leon only had to sleep once every three days . He used that extra time to level
up Haste . After another month living in that place, Haste reached level sixty,
and now Leon could experience everything one hundred and sixty percent
times faster . The only real problem they faced so far was the lack of monsters

that resembled grim reapers . Since they were surrounded by the ocean, they
didnt found a single ghost-type monster .

Despite that, things were going well, perhaps too well . Leon had a feeling
that soon something troublesome would happen and throw their current
routine out of the rails . . . Leon didnt want to let that happen before he solves
the problem with the Zen skill .

Checkpoint isnt powerful enough to transport us from here to back to the
continent . . . but at least it should take us to the halfway point .

Whats wrong? Darya asked .

I was just thinking of leaving this place for a while to find ghost-type
monsters that can suck mana, Leon said . Even though we will only be gone
for a while . We need to completely erase our traces from this island . Using
Checkpoint, we will probably have an easy time leaving the continent to reach



the ocean . However, to do that, we will have to reach the continent using an
underground path . The best method of doing that is by . . .

Using the mouth of an ancient whale in order to save time, and we wont need
to go to the surface to get air… Darya sighed . I supposed it cant be helped…
I will get the plants, and you will destroy everything we created here .

Darya was a bit troublesome because she was somewhat childish, but she was
quick to understand that sometimes things couldnt be helped . It was
unpleasant for her, but to avoid detection, they would have to travel inside the
mouth of a monster .

While Darya was putting their stock of blue angel plants inside the magic box,
Leon was making sure to destroy without leaving traces of anything they built
on that island . After half a day, everything was ready, Leon used the zombie
Kraken to defeat an ancient whale, and after that, he made the decaying
corpse of the Kraken fall into the depths of the ocean by deactivating the
skill .

Although they had to stop to make the whale stock some air, it was quite easy
and fast since the monster didnt have to put all his body out of the water .
Regardless, when they were twenty kilometers away from the coast, Leon had
the zombie stop . Then he created one of the points he needed to use
Checkpoint skill . The limit of that skill was twenty-six kilometers at the
moment, but it was better to keep some room for error in case something

happens .

After travelling for a while, they finally reached the proximity of the coast .
Leon and Darya were like two kilometers away from it, but if they get too
close, the soldiers nearby would probably notice the zombie whale approach .



So, they left the mouth using a Mana Barrier . Leon tried to find the hole he
created, and he found it, but just as he had expected, something happened,
and it was closed with some earth . Something like that couldnt even be
considered a problem, so both of them get rid of the obstacles and eventually

found only the hole they created filled with water .

Using Mana Dominion, Leon checked if someone or something was nearby,
but he found nothing . Despite that, he left he hole slowly, only to find he and
Darya alone under the massive city .

It looks like no one came to this place since we left, Leon said . Still, I will
seal the hole just in case .

What is the plan? Darya asked .

I will ask the few acquaintances I have here about ghost-type monsters, Leon
said while he was creating the second part of the Checkpoint . Im sure Anton

or Eadmund would give the information I want as long as I help them a little .
Even if they dont have the information I want, they can give me some clues .

After hiding the Checkpoint symbol under a fake rock, Leon and Darya flew
toward Antons village . Along the way, Leon created several Checkpoints and
hid them as well . Although only Leon and whoever he wants to transport
could use those symbols, they could be destroyed . So, hiding them was a

must . Leon would be able to cut down the time it took to return to the ocean,
and even level up the spell, increasing its effective range . The only real
problem of Checkpoint was the cost of mana and that he could only move
between two-predetermined locations .



Although only a few months have passed since Leon and Darya left that area,
they managed to reach the territory of Antons village in two days, even
though they had to fly during three when they headed to the ocean .
Regardless, soon they noticed a few things . . . the number of bloody wasps
was small, but not because Anton and his friends were making good use of
the magic weapons . It was because they were fighting against something . . .
and by the signs of destruction created by magic, it looked like they were
fighting against the guards of the city above .
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" . . . What do you think of this?" Leon asked .

" . . . I think there is a chance that your invasion and my disappearance may
have made the guards up above to look for us, and that caused the fight if that
is what you are worried about . " Darya answered . "However, now and then,
some survivors down here cause a ruckus in the city, and a few days later, the
guards come to hunt them down or to at least cause some problems to make
them think twice before doing that again . "

In the end, the chances of Leon have caused that was fifty percent .
Regardless, Leon and Darya flew for a while, and they found the signs of
many battles . Leon frowned because Darya said the warriors from above only

conducted raids every few months . However, it looked like they attacked the
warriors more than a few times and in just in a few days .



Fortunately, Leon and Darya soon ran into Anton and his warriors, and it
appeared nome of them were injured .

"Hey, long time no see," Anton said . "I haven't heard anything about you
guys in the past few months . So I thought you had traveled to a far away
zone . "

"Is everything alright?" Leon asked .
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Based on Anton's and his friends' attitude, it looked like they weren't angry
or nervous . As they didn't emit any killing intent and Leon couldn't feel their
mana moving suspiciously either . Still, it was a good idea to stay alert just in
case . Leon and Darya's Mana Armor leveled up a lot in the last few months,
but those guys had pretty good magic weapons created by Leon . Adding to
that equation, their superior physical strength . . . they couldn't be
underestimated .

"You look worried, but you can relax," Anton said . "As you can imagine,
they attacked us because someone invaded the research center . We are aware

that you went there, too . Still, they only sent a few recruits just to show to

the population above that they are working to keep things peaceful . Thanks
to your weapons, the fight was easy and none of us were injured . "



"What about the other villages?" Leon asked . "What about retaliation? I can

see that you defeated them, but won't they send more than a few recruits after

confirming that you guys obtained new weapons?"

"Eadmund and I sent some men to help them just in case," Anton explained .
"But I don't think more than thirty guards would come down here . Even if
they send stronger opponents, we will manage . Well, I imagine you returned
because you have a goal . We are still indebted to you, so can we help with
something?"

Leon looked at Darya, but she just shrugged . If things were alright, then
Leon didn't have anything to worry about . So, he asked Anton if he knew
where he could find ghost-type monsters that can suck mana from their

targets .
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"Ghost-type monsters? There is one in the extreme south of the continent . "
Anton frowned . "But I wouldn't recommend going there . "

"Why?" Leon asked .

"Eeww . . . that sounds pretty scary . " Darya trembled .

"Thank you for the information . " Leon nodded . "Here is the payment for it,
those should help you guys keep yourselves alive if the guys above come with
big numbers . "



Leon gave Anton a few rings that granted them Regeneration level ten . It
wasn't much, but since Leon had no use for them and currently had a massive

supply of blue angel plants, he decided to give them away just in case .
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"Well . . . thank you," Anton said, his eyes were wide open . "We will make

sure to use them . "

After seven decades fighting against monsters, that kind of equipment was
supposed to be something easily found, but that wasn't the case since golem's
only dropped cores and the pieces of the mechanical spiders were useless . To
make matters worse, they couldn't use mana all that much, so producing their
own magic weapons was out of the question .

It was complicated to confirm that, but after two days flying, Leon and Darya
finally reached the liches territory, so Leon concluded that the sole continent
of that world had an area similar to Africa . It wasn't a small territory
considering that a single government had control over that massive area, but it
was considering the whole size of a world . Considering that eight percent of
the planet was ice and water, then Leon was certain that he would find some
massive islands .

Lich

Health: 5000/5000



Mana: 25000/25000

Stamina: 2000/2000

Active Skills: Cursed Ray Lv 150, Quagmire Lv 90, Stagnation Lv 80,
Mental Drain Lv 90

Passive Skills: Fly Lv 130, Zen Lv 90, Mental Fortitude Lv 120

Leon couldn't see their appearances thanks to a big cloak that covered their
bodies, but he saw their thin and very pale arms . They looked like living
beings at death's door, but considering their health, that wasn't the case .
They also had some sticks that were supposed to be magic wands since they
emitted a purple glow .While Leon and Darya were analyzing them, Leon got
hit by a Cursed Ray and lost control over his legs . . . Mana Armor couldn't
protect them from that kind of attack .

. . . What do you think of this? Leon asked .

. . . I think there is a chance that your invasion and my disappearance may
have made the guards up above to look for us, and that caused the fight if that
is what you are worried about . Darya answered . However, now and then,
some survivors down here cause a ruckus in the city, and a few days later, the
guards come to hunt them down or to at least cause some problems to make
them think twice before doing that again .

In the end, the chances of Leon have caused that was fifty percent .
Regardless, Leon and Darya flew for a while, and they found the signs of
many battles . Leon frowned because Darya said the warriors from above only



conducted raids every few months . However, it looked like they attacked the
warriors more than a few times and in just in a few days .

Fortunately, Leon and Darya soon ran into Anton and his warriors, and it
appeared nome of them were injured .

Hey, long time no see, Anton said . I havent heard anything about you guys in
the past few months . So I thought you had traveled to a far away zone .

Is everything alright? Leon asked .

Based on Antons and his friends attitude, it looked like they werent angry or
nervous . As they didnt emit any killing intent and Leon couldnt feel their
mana moving suspiciously either . Still, it was a good idea to stay alert just in
case . Leon and Daryas Mana Armor leveled up a lot in the last few months,
but those guys had pretty good magic weapons created by Leon . Adding to
that equation, their superior physical strength . . . they couldnt be
underestimated .

You look worried, but you can relax, Anton said . As you can imagine, they
attacked us because someone invaded the research center . We are aware that

you went there, too . Still, they only sent a few recruits just to show to the

population above that they are working to keep things peaceful . Thanks to
your weapons, the fight was easy and none of us were injured .

What about the other villages? Leon asked .What about retaliation? I can see

that you defeated them, but wont they send more than a few recruits after

confirming that you guys obtained new weapons?



Eadmund and I sent some men to help them just in case, Anton explained .
But I dont think more than thirty guards would come down here . Even if they
send stronger opponents, we will manage . Well, I imagine you returned
because you have a goal . We are still indebted to you, so can we help with
something?

Leon looked at Darya, but she just shrugged . If things were alright, then
Leon didnt have anything to worry about . So, he asked Anton if he knew
where he could find ghost-type monsters that can suck mana from their

targets .

Ghost-type monsters? There is one in the extreme south of the continent .
Anton frowned . But I wouldnt recommend going there .

Why? Leon asked .

Eeww . . . that sounds pretty scary . Darya trembled .

Thank you for the information . Leon nodded . Here is the payment for it,
those should help you guys keep yourselves alive if the guys above come with
big numbers .

Leon gave Anton a few rings that granted them Regeneration level ten . It
wasnt much, but since Leon had no use for them and currently had a massive

supply of blue angel plants, he decided to give them away just in case .

Well . . . thank you, Anton said, his eyes were wide open . We will make

sure to use them .



After seven decades fighting against monsters, that kind of equipment was
supposed to be something easily found, but that wasnt the case since golems
only dropped cores and the pieces of the mechanical spiders were useless . To
make matters worse, they couldnt use mana all that much, so producing their
own magic weapons was out of the question .

It was complicated to confirm that, but after two days flying, Leon and Darya
finally reached the liches territory, so Leon concluded that the sole continent
of that world had an area similar to Africa . It wasnt a small territory
considering that a single government had control over that massive area, but it
was considering the whole size of a world . Considering that eight percent of
the planet was ice and water, then Leon was certain that he would find some
massive islands .

Lich

Health: 5000/5000

Mana: 25000/25000

Stamina: 2000/2000

Active Skills: Cursed Ray Lv 150, Quagmire Lv 90, Stagnation Lv 80,
Mental Drain Lv 90

Passive Skills: Fly Lv 130, Zen Lv 90, Mental Fortitude Lv 120

Leon couldnt see their appearances thanks to a big cloak that covered their
bodies, but he saw their thin and very pale arms . They looked like living



beings at deaths door, but considering their health, that wasnt the case . They
also had some sticks that were supposed to be magic wands since they emitted
a purple glow . While Leon and Darya were analyzing them, Leon got hit by
a Cursed Ray and lost control over his legs . . . Mana Armor couldnt protect

them from that kind of attack .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Curse Resistance

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Although Leon still had the cape that increased his resistance against curses, it
was inside the magic box since he didn't imagine his Mana Armor could be

ignored like that . That being said, Leon had his armor since he increased his
overall defense .

"Holy shit . . . don't try to block that attack," Leon said, his eyes wide open .
"It can't be blocked . "

"I noticed that," Darya said while she was shootingMagma Bullets to keep the

Lich at bay . "Can you use Telekinesis to control your body?"

"Yeah . . . no problem . " Leon said and then erected his body while still
feeling very uncomfortable for being unable to feel his legs .
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Putting the very unpleasant surprise that he couldn't block a magic attack with
Magic Armor aside, Leon was sweating cold because of the lack of feeling in
his legs . It has been a long while since Leon felt so weak and unprotected .
He only felt like that when he got hit by the railgun . The shock had been so
big that he forgot that he could easily cancel that annoying effect using
Full-Recover .

Even simple spells like Magma Bullets were very powerful in the hands of
someone like Darya . However, she was having a hard time hitting the lich .
The creature was quite thin and could fly at the same speed Leon could
combine several different types of magic, so, Darya only managed to burn a
little the creature's cloak .

"Tsk . . . stop moving, damn it" Darya clicked her tongue .

Leon created an earth platform and sat on it, Darya needed his help, so he
couldn't afford to waste time . Using the gravity ring and his Telekinesis,
Leon decreased the speed of the monster a lot, but Darya didn't have the
chance to use that to attack . Leon and Darya's body got heavier, and a pool
of mud appeared under then .

"Ugh… why is my body so heavy?" Darya moaned .

"It is probably due to Stagnation; it is a type of gravity magic," Leon said . "If
you can't focus, then switch with me . I will attack . "

"Damn monsters . . . I won't let those bastards hit me ever again . " Leon said
while he was jumping and checking the situation of his legs .
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"I got scared too when you fell like a masterless puppet . " Darya sais . "Aside
from those massives Krakens and whales, it is the first time I felt such
powerful magic . "

"What about the sleep powder from the wasp queens?" Leon asked .

" . . . It is the second time I felt such powerful magic . " Darya looked away .

Leon sighed in relief; he was back to normal and couldn't feel any weird
mana inside his body . He wondered if it was a good idea to create a zombie
of the lich's body when Leon looked at it, he only saw an empty cloak around

a pile of dust and the purple stick .

"It looks like they turn into dust upon dying . . . " Darya frowned .

"The price of immortality for selling one's soul . . . " Leon picked the cloak
and the stick .

Undead Trent Branch

It grants you the skill Cursed Ray Lv 150 . Intelligence + 60, Mentality +
40 .

Mana 29900/30000



It was a magic item, so Leon frowned when he saw the stats . It looked like it
would break once someone uses that skill three hundred times, but it wasn't
half bad . Cursed Ray was excellent to immobilize enemies, and if he didn't
want to use it like that, Leon could always use Mana-Eater to recover some of
his mana from it .

"Trent is a type of monster . . . but why the hell a single piece of a monster
tree would grant a level one hundred and fifty skill?" Leon asked .

"Based on what Anton said, most likely, the god of death control the liches
since they sold their spirit to him," Darya answered . "It must be a pretty scary
combo . . . undead tree, undead monsters, and a god of death . "

Leon could easily imagine a gigantic undead tree, he obtained a part of its
body after all . What he couldn't imagine was the god of death . Was it really

a god? Or just a regular boss?Would he find such a creature at the end of the

dungeon of that region? He could obtain some good items by defeating it, but
it was worth the risk?

"What are we going to do?" Dary asked .

"We came here to create magic items…" Leon said . "So, we will create the
magic items we want . After confirming its effectiveness and our growth
training here for a few days, we will decide if we should take some risks to
obtain even more power . "

The liches dungeon was in a world that was in the second stage of
assimilation, considering the difference between monsters of Miebos and

Earth, Leon was certain that the boss of that dungeon would be more than a



few times the grim reapers Leon faced . He had some room for leisure before,
but he was pretty sure now that wouldn't be the case .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Curse Resistance

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Although Leon still had the cape that increased his resistance against curses, it
was inside the magic box since he didnt imagine his Mana Armor could be
ignored like that . That being said, Leon had his armor since he increased his
overall defense .

Holy shit . . . dont try to block that attack, Leon said, his eyes wide open . It
cant be blocked .

I noticed that, Darya said while she was shooting Magma Bullets to keep the
Lich at bay . Can you use Telekinesis to control your body?

Yeah . . . no problem . Leon said and then erected his body while still feeling
very uncomfortable for being unable to feel his legs .

Putting the very unpleasant surprise that he couldnt block a magic attack with
Magic Armor aside, Leon was sweating cold because of the lack of feeling in
his legs . It has been a long while since Leon felt so weak and unprotected .
He only felt like that when he got hit by the railgun . The shock had been so
big that he forgot that he could easily cancel that annoying effect using
Full-Recover .

Even simple spells like Magma Bullets were very powerful in the hands of
someone like Darya . However, she was having a hard time hitting the lich .
The creature was quite thin and could fly at the same speed Leon could
combine several different types of magic, so, Darya only managed to burn a
little the creatures cloak .

Tsk . . . stop moving, damn it Darya clicked her tongue .



Leon created an earth platform and sat on it, Darya needed his help, so he
couldnt afford to waste time . Using the gravity ring and his Telekinesis,
Leon decreased the speed of the monster a lot, but Darya didnt have the
chance to use that to attack . Leon and Daryas body got heavier, and a pool of
mud appeared under then .

Ugh… why is my body so heavy? Darya moaned .

It is probably due to Stagnation; it is a type of gravity magic, Leon said . If
you cant focus, then switch with me . I will attack .

Damn monsters . . . I wont let those bastards hit me ever again . Leon said
while he was jumping and checking the situation of his legs .

I got scared too when you fell like a masterless puppet . Darya sais . Aside
from those massives Krakens and whales, it is the first time I felt such
powerful magic .

What about the sleep powder from the wasp queens? Leon asked .

. . . It is the second time I felt such powerful magic . Darya looked away .

Leon sighed in relief; he was back to normal and couldnt feel any weird mana
inside his body . He wondered if it was a good idea to create a zombie of the
lichs body when Leon looked at it, he only saw an empty cloak around a pile

of dust and the purple stick .

It looks like they turn into dust upon dying . . . Darya frowned .



The price of immortality for selling ones soul . . . Leon picked the cloak and
the stick .

Undead Trent Branch

It grants you the skill Cursed Ray Lv 150 . Intelligence + 60, Mentality +
40 .

Mana 29900/30000

It was a magic item, so Leon frowned when he saw the stats . It looked like it
would break once someone uses that skill three hundred times, but it wasnt
half bad . Cursed Ray was excellent to immobilize enemies, and if he didnt
want to use it like that, Leon could always use Mana-Eater to recover some of
his mana from it .

Trent is a type of monster . . . but why the hell a single piece of a monster
tree would grant a level one hundred and fifty skill? Leon asked .

Based on what Anton said, most likely, the god of death control the liches
since they sold their spirit to him, Darya answered . It must be a pretty scary
combo . . . undead tree, undead monsters, and a god of death .

Leon could easily imagine a gigantic undead tree, he obtained a part of its
body after all . What he couldnt imagine was the god of death . Was it really

a god? Or just a regular boss?Would he find such a creature at the end of the

dungeon of that region? He could obtain some good items by defeating it, but
it was worth the risk?



What are we going to do? Dary asked .

We came here to create magic items… Leon said . So, we will create the
magic items we want . After confirming its effectiveness and our growth
training here for a few days, we will decide if we should take some risks to
obtain even more power .

The liches dungeon was in a world that was in the second stage of
assimilation, considering the difference between monsters of Miebos and

Earth, Leon was certain that the boss of that dungeon would be more than a
few times the grim reapers Leon faced . He had some room for leisure before,
but he was pretty sure now that wouldnt be the case .
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Before fighting again, Leon decided to do some tests . It looked like Cursed
Ray could move a little faster than one hundred meters per second . Although
Leon could fly faster than that, react in time to dodge such attack wasn't that
easy, unless he uses Haste . However, Darya couldn't use Haste, and her
speed was low . So, Leon decided to change strategies a little bit .

"There are too many monsters in this area," Leon declared . "I want to make
some magic items out of these monsters . We will need to cull their numbers

some or we will be in for some nasty surprises . "

"I can see that… so what do you want to do?" Darya asked .



"Let's kill them without putting ourselves at risk," Leon said . "As we tried
before, neither Telekinesis nor gravity magic are enough to stop them . Those
liches probably have a high mentality… so, if we can't stop them using magic

that cannot be touched, we will use one that can touch them and more or less

ignore their mentality . "

"So, you want to use earth magic and imprison them in one of your 'earth'
cells . " Darya frowned .
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"That is right . Even though we can cause more or less the same amount of
damage using the basic elements, I still have better control and efficiency
over them . " Leon explained . "If I use a thick and heavy layer of earth, their
high mentality won't help them . Since their bodies are pretty skinny, they
shouldn't enough endurance to resist or strength to escape either . So, I will
try to crush them . However, they could always have some tricks up their
sleeve . That is why I want you to attack their heads, your accuracy will
improve, and even if you don't hit the mark, you will end up drawing their
attention . "

"Attack enemies from such a long distance… it will be hard . " Darya
frowned .

"It is necessary since we also need to learn the effective range of our spells,"
Leon added . "And we won't be able to learn that, without a decent target . "



"What if I end up killing them?" Darya asked . "You want to make magic
items using their spirits, right?"

"That's not a problem, just focus on improving your accuracy," Leon said .
"Eventually, you will end up knocking them down, and we will obtain our
chance . "
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Although that idea was just to avoid the unpleasant surprise that the Cursed
Ray could cause, Leon ended up being more careful than ever, due to the
fear . It looked like he wasn't as strong mentally as he thought he was . . .

Leon and Darya moved to one pile of rubble to the other very carefully, and
Leon only used his earth to imprison on the liches when he was sure that he
wouldn't miss the target . His effective range was also one hundred meters, so
Darya wasn't the only one who needed to train her accuracy .

"Hehe, did you see that?" Darya smiled proudly . "I can do if I try, my aim
isn't that bad . "

"You are right… now we just have to ask for all monsters to stop moving and

wait for you to attack them first . " Leon furrowed his eyebrows .
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"Ugh… you are merciless as always . " Darya frowned .

"Good job, anyway," Leon said . "However, next time, try to use an Earth
Punch . Let's see if you can knock them out with a spell like that . The sooner
we get the items we want, the better . "

Darya nodded, even though she didn't want to take any risks, just like Leon,
it was necessary to create the magic items they needed . Fortunately, they
found another lich quite fast . Even though the first Earth Punch only
managed to stun the lich, the second one knocked it out for good . In the
distance, Leon saw a few liches walking around aimlessly, so he decided to
use Telekinesis and move the unconscious lich to their position .

"What the heck is this…" Leon frowned when he saw the face of the

unconscious lich .

The monster pretty much looked like a human being, the only difference it
was that the lich didn't have any hair in its body, his ears were a bit pointy,
and they had some sort of symbol engraved on their foreheads . It kind of
made Leon recall the gravures Leon needed to make to create a
checkpoint . . . it was some sort of magic rune or seal .

"Those guys are kind of creepy . . . " Darya said .

Leon couldn't agree more, but he couldn't say that considering that the lich
was from a sentient race that was similar to humans and the inhabitants of
Miebos . Anyway, even though the first thing Leon did was to take away the
monster's magic wand, he decided to finish his business with the monster
once and for all .



Steel Ring of the Liches

It grants you the skill Zen Lv 60 . Intelligence + 60, Mentality + 40 .

Leon frowned when he analyzed the ring he created using the spirit of that
lich . The name was a bit different than the usual, and there weren't the roman
numbers anymore . Fortunately, the skill he wanted to have was already on
the ring . So, Leon couldn't help but smirk noticing the changes . . .

Before fighting again, Leon decided to do some tests . It looked like Cursed
Ray could move a little faster than one hundred meters per second . Although
Leon could fly faster than that, react in time to dodge such attack wasnt that
easy, unless he uses Haste . However, Darya couldnt use Haste, and her speed
was low . So, Leon decided to change strategies a little bit .

There are too many monsters in this area, Leon declared . I want to make
some magic items out of these monsters . We will need to cull their numbers

some or we will be in for some nasty surprises .

I can see that… so what do you want to do? Darya asked .

Lets kill them without putting ourselves at risk, Leon said . As we tried before,
neither Telekinesis nor gravity magic are enough to stop them . Those liches
probably have a high mentality… so, if we cant stop them using magic that

cannot be touched, we will use one that can touch them and more or less

ignore their mentality .

So, you want to use earth magic and imprison them in one of your earth

cells . Darya frowned .



That is right . Even though we can cause more or less the same amount of
damage using the basic elements, I still have better control and efficiency
over them . Leon explained . If I use a thick and heavy layer of earth, their
high mentality wont help them . Since their bodies are pretty skinny, they
shouldnt enough endurance to resist or strength to escape either . So, I will try
to crush them . However, they could always have some tricks up their sleeve .
That is why I want you to attack their heads, your accuracy will improve, and
even if you dont hit the mark, you will end up drawing their attention .

Attack enemies from such a long distance… it will be hard . Darya frowned .

It is necessary since we also need to learn the effective range of our spells,
Leon added . And we wont be able to learn that, without a decent target .

What if I end up killing them? Darya asked . You want to make magic items
using their spirits, right?

Thats not a problem, just focus on improving your accuracy, Leon said .
Eventually, you will end up knocking them down, and we will obtain our
chance .

Although that idea was just to avoid the unpleasant surprise that the Cursed
Ray could cause, Leon ended up being more careful than ever, due to the
fear . It looked like he wasnt as strong mentally as he thought he was . . .

Leon and Darya moved to one pile of rubble to the other very carefully, and
Leon only used his earth to imprison on the liches when he was sure that he
wouldnt miss the target . His effective range was also one hundred meters, so
Darya wasnt the only one who needed to train her accuracy .



Hehe, did you see that? Darya smiled proudly . I can do if I try, my aim isnt

that bad .

You are right… now we just have to ask for all monsters to stop moving and
wait for you to attack them first . Leon furrowed his eyebrows .

Ugh… you are merciless as always . Darya frowned .

Good job, anyway, Leon said . However, next time, try to use an Earth
Punch . Lets see if you can knock them out with a spell like that . The sooner
we get the items we want, the better .

Darya nodded, even though she didnt want to take any risks, just like Leon, it
was necessary to create the magic items they needed . Fortunately, they found
another lich quite fast . Even though the first Earth Punch only managed to
stun the lich, the second one knocked it out for good . In the distance, Leon
saw a few liches walking around aimlessly, so he decided to use Telekinesis
and move the unconscious lich to their position .

What the heck is this… Leon frowned when he saw the face of the
unconscious lich .

The monster pretty much looked like a human being, the only difference it
was that the lich didnt have any hair in its body, his ears were a bit pointy,
and they had some sort of symbol engraved on their foreheads . It kind of
made Leon recall the gravures Leon needed to make to create a
checkpoint . . . it was some sort of magic rune or seal .

Those guys are kind of creepy . . . Darya said .



Leon couldnt agree more, but he couldnt say that considering that the lich was
from a sentient race that was similar to humans and the inhabitants of
Miebos . Anyway, even though the first thing Leon did was to take away the
monsters magic wand, he decided to finish his business with the monster once
and for all .

Steel Ring of the Liches

It grants you the skill Zen Lv 60 . Intelligence + 60, Mentality + 40 .

Leon frowned when he analyzed the ring he created using the spirit of that
lich . The name was a bit different than the usual, and there werent the roman
numbers anymore . Fortunately, the skill he wanted to have was already on
the ring . So, Leon couldnt help but smirk noticing the changes . . .
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Leon had to test for a few minutes before he could fully understand how Zen
actually worked . Although he created rings that had similar abilities before,
he didn't test them . Rather, he didn't have time to test them .

"As expected, Zen is the improved version of Meditation," Leon said . "Even
though it is only at level sixty, it can recover one hundred and twenty points
of mana per minute . It is two times better, and we don't have to sit down and
clear our minds . Here, this is yours . "

"Are you sure?" Darya asked .



"Yeah, with the extra intelligence you will obtain from the ring, you will be
able to knock down the liches with a single Earth Punch," Leon explained .
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The moment Darya put the ring, she noticed how powerful that thing was . If
the soldiers on the frontlines obtain that kind of equipment, they would
probably win the war against the harvesters .

"How did you learn such a spell?" Darya frowned . "You said that the
technology of this world is more advanced than the place you came from, but
I never heard of anyone creating magic items and even turning massive
monsters into zombies to follow their commands . "

"The spell to turn dead monsters into zombies, I learned by chance," Leon
answered . "However, I only found the tome after hearing a certain voice… I

believe someone gave me that spell to make me slack off . As for the skill to
create magic items, I learned after trying to replicate the skill that the creature
who summoned me to this world gave to some troublesome guys…"

"… It looks like you and your world are being monitored by some suspicious

individuals . " Darya frowned . "It also looks like they belong to places that
have been assimilated by the system a very long time ago . "
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"I think so too… even though I wasn't supposed to learn this kind of skill at
this point in time, I have no other choice but to use it . " Leon explained . "
That is why I train day and night in order not to let my body and mind get
relaxed by those spells . "

The next lich Darya attacked, got knocked down by a single Earth Punch, it
looked like Leon wasn't good at noticing that kind of thing and making some
calculations . Regardless, using Telekinesis again, Leon moved the body of
the monster and sealed its spirit in another ring . At the same time, he started
to wonder about what he was doing, was it really fine seal the spirit of a
sentient being inside an item? Considering their past, they certainly were
sentient beings, but they didn't act like one after leaving the dungeon…

Although Leon was questioning himself, he soon forgot about it because he
started to wonder if he could increase the effects of the Zen, if he equips
several pieces of equipment that have the same skills . In the end, he
couldn't . However, Leon kept using their spirits to create magic items .
Ninety percent of the magic items he created came with Zen, so he decided to
make stock . . . those could be useful later .
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"When the dragons appeared, I thought I was on a bloody fantasy story, but
now I feel like I'm in a horror movie . "

That kind of feeling would increase with the passage of the time, as long as
Leon try to check other worlds, he was bound to feel like that many times .



Anyway, after a week of hunting, the only monsters Leon and Darya
encountered were coming out from a mausoleum . It was the entrance of the
dungeon of the liches' world . Leon started to ponder why the dungeons were
like that when undead creatures were nearby .

"Please don't say that you want to get in there .

"To tell you the truth, I don't want to," Leon said . "If those damn liches can
make me lose control over my legs in a single attack, I really don't want to
see the boss of the dungeon . And if the boss is the thing they call the god of
death, I don't want to enter even more . "

That being said, Leon was aware that he wouldn't go far by selecting his
targets carefully . If he runs away from an obstacle once, soon, he would do
it again . Leon didn't want to run away, but he didn't want to face a monster
that has the name of a god of death without some preparations either .

"Still, I will challenge the boss… once I feel confident in my skills . " Leon
said . "Let's train here for a while, we won't recover as much mana as we did
on the island, but the rings I created will help us in that regard a little .
Besides, we can always buy mana potions in the dungeon shop . "

"… You are really insane . " Darya let out a long sigh . "What is the plan for

the training then?"

"We will do the same as always," Leon answered . "However, this time, we
won't attack the liches by surprise . I will let them attack me using Cursed

Ray . That way, I will practice my Curse Resistance and even practice a little
Full-Recover . Even if they manage to make me lose control over my body, I



won't lose my ability to use mana or spells, so it is fine . I will stop them with

earth, and you will knock them out . The more undead Trent branches and
magic items we obtain, the better . "

Leon had to test for a few minutes before he could fully understand how Zen
actually worked . Although he created rings that had similar abilities before,
he didnt test them . Rather, he didnt have time to test them .

As expected, Zen is the improved version of Meditation, Leon said . Even
though it is only at level sixty, it can recover one hundred and twenty points
of mana per minute . It is two times better, and we dont have to sit down and
clear our minds . Here, this is yours .

Are you sure? Darya asked .

Yeah, with the extra intelligence you will obtain from the ring, you will be
able to knock down the liches with a single Earth Punch, Leon explained .

The moment Darya put the ring, she noticed how powerful that thing was . If
the soldiers on the frontlines obtain that kind of equipment, they would
probably win the war against the harvesters .

How did you learn such a spell? Darya frowned . You said that the
technology of this world is more advanced than the place you came from, but
I never heard of anyone creating magic items and even turning massive
monsters into zombies to follow their commands .

The spell to turn dead monsters into zombies, I learned by chance, Leon
answered . However, I only found the tome after hearing a certain voice… I



believe someone gave me that spell to make me slack off . As for the skill to
create magic items, I learned after trying to replicate the skill that the creature
who summoned me to this world gave to some troublesome guys…

… It looks like you and your world are being monitored by some suspicious
individuals . Darya frowned . It also looks like they belong to places that have
been assimilated by the system a very long time ago .

I think so too… even though I wasnt supposed to learn this kind of skill at this
point in time, I have no other choice but to use it . Leon explained . That is
why I train day and night in order not to let my body and mind get relaxed by
those spells .

The next lich Darya attacked, got knocked down by a single Earth Punch, it
looked like Leon wasnt good at noticing that kind of thing and making some
calculations . Regardless, using Telekinesis again, Leon moved the body of
the monster and sealed its spirit in another ring . At the same time, he started
to wonder about what he was doing, was it really fine seal the spirit of a
sentient being inside an item? Considering their past, they certainly were
sentient beings, but they didnt act like one after leaving the dungeon…

Although Leon was questioning himself, he soon forgot about it because he
started to wonder if he could increase the effects of the Zen, if he equips
several pieces of equipment that have the same skills . In the end, he
couldnt . However, Leon kept using their spirits to create magic items .
Ninety percent of the magic items he created came with Zen, so he decided to
make stock . . . those could be useful later .

When the dragons appeared, I thought I was on a bloody fantasy story, but
now I feel like Im in a horror movie .



That kind of feeling would increase with the passage of the time, as long as
Leon try to check other worlds, he was bound to feel like that many times .
Anyway, after a week of hunting, the only monsters Leon and Darya
encountered were coming out from a mausoleum . It was the entrance of the
dungeon of the liches world . Leon started to ponder why the dungeons were
like that when undead creatures were nearby .

Please dont say that you want to get in there .

To tell you the truth, I dont want to, Leon said . If those damn liches can
make me lose control over my legs in a single attack, I really dont want to see
the boss of the dungeon . And if the boss is the thing they call the god of
death, I dont want to enter even more .

That being said, Leon was aware that he wouldnt go far by selecting his
targets carefully . If he runs away from an obstacle once, soon, he would do
it again . Leon didnt want to run away, but he didnt want to face a monster
that has the name of a god of death without some preparations either .

Still, I will challenge the boss… once I feel confident in my skills . Leon
said . Lets train here for a while, we wont recover as much mana as we did on
the island, but the rings I created will help us in that regard a little . Besides,
we can always buy mana potions in the dungeon shop .

… You are really insane . Darya let out a long sigh . What is the plan for the

training then?

We will do the same as always, Leon answered . However, this time, we
wont attack the liches by surprise . I will let them attack me using Cursed



Ray . That way, I will practice my Curse Resistance and even practice a little
Full-Recover . Even if they manage to make me lose control over my body, I
wont lose my ability to use mana or spells, so it is fine . I will stop them with

earth, and you will knock them out . The more undead Trent branches and
magic items we obtain, the better .

Novel Chapter 258

Chapter 258: 258

Although not a single dungeon break happened in the lower world so far,
Leon didn't drop his guard . Even though his luck increased a little and his
plans were progressing well, Leon couldn't relax in a world where one
hundred meters tall fire titans and dungeons that connected to worlds that had
a god of death existed .

All the dungeons Leon encountered so far in Miebos had some kind of
irregularity, despite that, the liches' dungeon spawned six monsters every ten
minutes, just like the dungeons on Earth . Thanks to that, after letting himself
get hit at least once by the Cursed Rays of those creatures, Leon's cursed
Resistance reached level fifty in one week . Now the Cursed Rays only

managed to make half of a single leg go numb .

"I guess this is enough for the time being . . . I don't even know if the boss of

the dungeon can actually use curses . " Leon said .

"Shouldn't I train that Curse Resistance too?" Darya asked .



"If you want, then go ahead," Leon said . "Although I think it would be less
scary if I use the undead Trent branches and shot the Cursed Ray at you . "
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"Let's do that, then," Darya said . "I just have to use you as a shield to prevent
that kind of attack . "

Leon sighed . . . almost five months have passed since he met and had been
working with Darya, but it looked she would never stop saying things like
that . Anyway, after that, Leon and Darya entered the dungeon . This time
they wouldn't have the time and the chances to attack the liches while they
were unaware of them . So, they focused their chances to attack and kill the
liches on the very moment they appear .

Things got a little messy when more than one lich appeared at a time .
However, Leon managed to stop their Cursed Rays from hitting Darya using

himself and some Earth Walls as a shield to protect her . After one week
practicing her spells and thanks to Zen skill, even Darya's Earth Punches
were powerful enough to kill the liches . They didn't lack in firepower, but all
caution was more than welcome .

Fortunately, using Mana Dominion, Leon managed to feel the monster's
presence before they could be found . Not only that, but he also felt the
directions the liches were coming from . So, Leon and Darya didn't waste
time in bifurcations finding dead ends . They walked almost on a straight line
toward the last room of the dungeon .



Without even reaching the last room, Leon and Darya sighed in relief because
they already found signs of the boss of the dungeon . In the last five hundred
meters of the dungeon, they found roots covering the walls and the ground .
Although the roots looked to belong to a dead tree, Leon could feel a lot of
mana in it . . . like the mana he could feel inside the undead Trent branches .
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"The boss is the undead tree that was used to create the liches wands, right?"
Darya asked .

"Yeah… the pieces of evidence appoint to that . " Leon nodded . "Still… this

is kind of weird . "

"Until now, we only found dungeons that had some peculiar characteristics,"
Leon explained . "The ordinary monsters that are spawned by the crystals,
always have some relation to the bosses of the dungeon . Usually, they are the
evolved forms of those monsters, sometimes that isn't the case, but in some
aspects, they have a connection… However, where is the connection between
an undead treant and liches aside from the wands? How did Anton obtain the

information about the god of death?"

"… We should have asked for more information . " Darya said . "However, I
heard that trents could be used to produce wands… and holy water . Water

that can be used to purify wounds, cure sickness, dispel all kinds of negative
status, and even increase the lifespan of those who drink it . "
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"… It looks like the kind of water some suspicious individuals would sell on

TV . " Leon said . "However, I don't think an undead Trent would produce
Holy Water… it doesn't make any sense . "

"Yeah… that is why instead of Holy Water, I think this Trent is producing
something like unholy water… and that is why the people of the other world
became liches . " Darya explained .

Leon frowned when he heard that . Still, considering that possibility and
everything he noticed so far, it was very likely that was the case . Many

people would sell their lives in exchange for immortality and power . That
being said, it looks like they also sold their intelligence since the liches were
only a few steps above the monsters in terms of tactics .

"We still have to consider the god of death…" Leon rubbed his chin . "If that
isn't just a weird rumor, I think this dungeon isn't like the others… did you

hear anything about a dungeon like this before?"

"No, but I don't think the researchers above would lose the chance to study a
place like this if they had heard about it," Darya answered . "Maybe this

dungeon evolved a few years ago, and since no village could be found nearby,
the guards of the city decided to overlook this region without even noticing
the liches . "



"It makes some sense considering that if that is true that no village could be
found here, the guards above wouldn't ask the warriors of other areas some
information either . " Leon nodded, "… but something feels off . It is too
strange…"

"I agree… Well, it is just a hypothesis . " Darya said . "What are we going to

do? I must say that a monster that can be this long looks like it is way out of

our league . "

Darya was right, but in the end, even though Leon could feel mana in those
roots, he didn't see them moving . The creature was immense, but it couldn't
control all its body . Leon wanted to challenge that creature, and his will
became a resolution to destroy the beast when he noticed that all roots were
growing steadily every minute .

Although not a single dungeon break happened in the lower world so far,
Leon didnt drop his guard . Even though his luck increased a little and his
plans were progressing well, Leon couldnt relax in a world where one
hundred meters tall fire titans and dungeons that connected to worlds that had
a god of death existed .

All the dungeons Leon encountered so far in Miebos had some kind of
irregularity, despite that, the liches dungeon spawned six monsters every ten
minutes, just like the dungeons on Earth . Thanks to that, after letting himself
get hit at least once by the Cursed Rays of those creatures, Leons cursed
Resistance reached level fifty in one week . Now the Cursed Rays only

managed to make half of a single leg go numb .

I guess this is enough for the time being . . . I dont even know if the boss of

the dungeon can actually use curses . Leon said .



Shouldnt I train that Curse Resistance too? Darya asked .

If you want, then go ahead, Leon said . Although I think it would be less
scary if I use the undead Trent branches and shot the Cursed Ray at you .

Lets do that, then, Darya said . I just have to use you as a shield to prevent
that kind of attack .

Leon sighed . . . almost five months have passed since he met and had been
working with Darya, but it looked she would never stop saying things like
that . Anyway, after that, Leon and Darya entered the dungeon . This time
they wouldnt have the time and the chances to attack the liches while they
were unaware of them . So, they focused their chances to attack and kill the
liches on the very moment they appear .

Things got a little messy when more than one lich appeared at a time .
However, Leon managed to stop their Cursed Rays from hitting Darya using

himself and some Earth Walls as a shield to protect her . After one week
practicing her spells and thanks to Zen skill, even Daryas Earth Punches were
powerful enough to kill the liches . They didnt lack in firepower, but all
caution was more than welcome .

Fortunately, using Mana Dominion, Leon managed to feel the monsters
presence before they could be found . Not only that, but he also felt the
directions the liches were coming from . So, Leon and Darya didnt waste time
in bifurcations finding dead ends . They walked almost on a straight line
toward the last room of the dungeon .



Without even reaching the last room, Leon and Darya sighed in relief because
they already found signs of the boss of the dungeon . In the last five hundred
meters of the dungeon, they found roots covering the walls and the ground .
Although the roots looked to belong to a dead tree, Leon could feel a lot of
mana in it . . . like the mana he could feel inside the undead Trent branches .

The boss is the undead tree that was used to create the liches wands, right?
Darya asked .

Yeah… the pieces of evidence appoint to that . Leon nodded . Still… this is

kind of weird .

Until now, we only found dungeons that had some peculiar characteristics,
Leon explained . The ordinary monsters that are spawned by the crystals,
always have some relation to the bosses of the dungeon . Usually, they are the
evolved forms of those monsters, sometimes that isnt the case, but in some
aspects, they have a connection… However, where is the connection between
an undead treant and liches aside from the wands? How did Anton obtain the

information about the god of death?

… We should have asked for more information . Darya said . However, I
heard that trents could be used to produce wands… and holy water . Water

that can be used to purify wounds, cure sickness, dispel all kinds of negative
status, and even increase the lifespan of those who drink it .

… It looks like the kind of water some suspicious individuals would sell on
TV . Leon said . However, I dont think an undead Trent would produce Holy
Water… it doesnt make any sense .



Yeah… that is why instead of Holy Water, I think this Trent is producing
something like unholy water… and that is why the people of the other world
became liches . Darya explained .

Leon frowned when he heard that . Still, considering that possibility and
everything he noticed so far, it was very likely that was the case . Many

people would sell their lives in exchange for immortality and power . That
being said, it looks like they also sold their intelligence since the liches were
only a few steps above the monsters in terms of tactics .

We still have to consider the god of death… Leon rubbed his chin . If that isnt
just a weird rumor, I think this dungeon isnt like the others… did you hear

anything about a dungeon like this before?

No, but I dont think the researchers above would lose the chance to study a
place like this if they had heard about it, Darya answered . Maybe this

dungeon evolved a few years ago, and since no village could be found nearby,
the guards of the city decided to overlook this region without even noticing
the liches .

It makes some sense considering that if that is true that no village could be
found here, the guards above wouldnt ask the warriors of other areas some
information either . Leon nodded, … but something feels off . It is too
strange…

I agree…Well, it is just a hypothesis . Darya said .What are we going to do?
I must say that a monster that can be this long looks like it is way out of our
league .



Darya was right, but in the end, even though Leon could feel mana in those
roots, he didnt see them moving . The creature was immense, but it couldnt
control all its body . Leon wanted to challenge that creature, and his will
became a resolution to destroy the beast when he noticed that all roots were
growing steadily every minute .

Novel Chapter 259

Chapter 259: 259

"Do you really want to do this?" Darya asked . "I can't see this ending well for
us . "

"I'm curious as to why this dungeon is weird," Leon answered . " I know it is

dangerous, but where are dangers, one can also find opportunities . Although
I wanted to use the monster's body to try to fabricate magic items, we can't
afford to take any chances . So, we will use the monster's weakness . "

"Fire, huh," Darya said . "I wonder if we will be able to defeat it using only
that . If our theory is right and this is the creature that turned the sentient
beings of another world in liches, these things certainly have a stupid amount
of vitality . "

Leon nodded, even himself was thinking that this time he might be trying to
bite more than he can chew . However, that dungeon was too strange to
ignore . The fact that liches looked like humans was weird, the fact that a
massive tree was the boss of the dungeon was weird, and the mention of a god
of death was weird .



In any case, Leon tried to use Appraisal on the roots, but he didn't obtain any
information . . . even though the roots clearly belonged to the corpse of the
undead Trent . Considering that they knew nothing about the dungeon and

that many unexpected things may happen, Leon and Darya spent three days
preparing themselves for the battle . Most of the time, they spent buying
potions and putting their contents in several steel containers . This time they
didn't have to connect hoses to their body . They could use Telekinesis to
move the mana liquid as much as they wanted . Besides, they could move
without worrying like that . Anyway, they spent ten million coins on mana
potions… Leon had a hard time buying so many mana potions, but in the end,
it was everything to keep himself and Darya alive . It was an investment…
Leon repeated that several times like a mantra .

"I think it is a bad idea to put containers of mana liquid near the roots of a
monster . . . " Darya said . "Won't the creature try to absorb the mana by
using its roots?"
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"That is a possibility, and that is why we will destroy the roots first," Leon
answered . "It won't be easy, but that is why we brought so many mana
potions . Still, I'm confident in our victory because I never heard of an

undead monster than can heal itself using healing magic . "

That was Leon's plan, but after trying for one hour to burn the roots with
magma spears, he gave up .



"Now what?" Darya asked .

"… It looks like the roots are just a reservoir of mana . " Leon concluded after
trying to slice the roots with his spears . "That would explain why we can't
destroy it… the reservoir can grow, but can't be destroyed . Our only choice
is to attack the creature head-on . "

"And hope that it can't use its roots and surprise us by behind," Darya added .

The boss room was large like a baseball stadium, as expected, all the walls
and floor were covered by roots . On the other side of the room, Leon and
Darya found a fifty meters tall gray tree . There were no leaves in its body or
nearby . . . but Leon saw a huge face in the middle of its body . The
creature's eyes were closed, but it was too creepy nonetheless . So, Leon shot
several Magma Spears toward its hoping to kill it before the thing could wake
up .
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Leon's Magma Spears didn't make only the undead tremble, it made all that
part of the dungeon tremble since the creature's roots were covering
everything . Darya didn't know Magma Spear, so she used Fire Tornado to
attack the monster .

"Ugh! Donan, you bastard . . . what do you think you are doing?" The undead
Trent opened its eyes and said, annoyed .



Leon frowned because it was the first time he had seen a talking monster, but
soon her lost interest even on that name because, for some reason, the Fire
Tornado under Darya's control disappeared, and she was trembling .

"Hey, why did you stop?" Leon frowned . "Keep attacking!"

"That name… that name…" Darya said, her eyes were wide open .
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"Why do you care about the name a monster said?" Leon asked . "Keep
attacking!"

"Donan is… my grandfather's name . " Darya said .

Now that was surprising, immediately Leon thought that was just a
coincidence but soon discarded that idea . Something was off . . . why the
undead Trent would say the name of the most influential person in that world
all of a sudden? Although Leon was very interested in that, he didn't stop
attacking the moment he used Appraisal on that thing .

Ancient Undead Trent

Health: 446000/450000

Mana: 1750000/1750000



Stamina: 20000/20000

Active Skills: Cursed Ray Lv 220, Quagmire Lv 120, Stagnation Lv 100,
Mental Drain Lv 100

Passive Skills: Water Absorption Lv 180, Zen Lv 150, Mental Fortitude Lv

120

Leon had fired several Magma Spears, and Darya's Fire Tornado helped him
a lot, but they barely caused any damage to the undead Trent .

"It doesn't matter, we can think about this later," Leon said . "Just attack!"

Darya shook her head and recovered her concentration . It didn't matter why
and how her grandfather's name was mentioned there, what did matter was
that thing was extremely powerful and much more troublesome than the
liches . That became obvious when the atmosphere of that area of the
dungeon changed, and Leon felt his body became heavy to the point where
his bones started to crack .

Do you really want to do this? Darya asked . I cant see this ending well for
us .

Im curious as to why this dungeon is weird, Leon answered . I know it is

dangerous, but where are dangers, one can also find opportunities . Although
I wanted to use the monsters body to try to fabricate magic items, we cant
afford to take any chances . So, we will use the monsters weakness .



Fire, huh, Darya said . I wonder if we will be able to defeat it using only
that . If our theory is right and this is the creature that turned the sentient
beings of another world in liches, these things certainly have a stupid amount
of vitality .

Leon nodded, even himself was thinking that this time he might be trying to
bite more than he can chew . However, that dungeon was too strange to
ignore . The fact that liches looked like humans was weird, the fact that a
massive tree was the boss of the dungeon was weird, and the mention of a god
of death was weird .

In any case, Leon tried to use Appraisal on the roots, but he didnt obtain any
information . . . even though the roots clearly belonged to the corpse of the
undead Trent . Considering that they knew nothing about the dungeon and

that many unexpected things may happen, Leon and Darya spent three days
preparing themselves for the battle . Most of the time, they spent buying
potions and putting their contents in several steel containers . This time they
didnt have to connect hoses to their body . They could use Telekinesis to
move the mana liquid as much as they wanted . Besides, they could move
without worrying like that . Anyway, they spent ten million coins on mana
potions… Leon had a hard time buying so many mana potions, but in the end,
it was everything to keep himself and Darya alive . It was an investment…
Leon repeated that several times like a mantra .

I think it is a bad idea to put containers of mana liquid near the roots of a
monster . . . Darya said . Wont the creature try to absorb the mana by using

its roots?

That is a possibility, and that is why we will destroy the roots first, Leon
answered . It wont be easy, but that is why we brought so many mana



potions . Still, Im confident in our victory because I never heard of an undead

monster than can heal itself using healing magic .

That was Leons plan, but after trying for one hour to burn the roots with
magma spears, he gave up .

Now what? Darya asked .

… It looks like the roots are just a reservoir of mana . Leon concluded after
trying to slice the roots with his spears . That would explain why we cant
destroy it… the reservoir can grow, but cant be destroyed . Our only choice is
to attack the creature head-on .

And hope that it cant use its roots and surprise us by behind, Darya added .

The boss room was large like a baseball stadium, as expected, all the walls
and floor were covered by roots . On the other side of the room, Leon and
Darya found a fifty meters tall gray tree . There were no leaves in its body or
nearby . . . but Leon saw a huge face in the middle of its body . The creatures
eyes were closed, but it was too creepy nonetheless . So, Leon shot several
Magma Spears toward its hoping to kill it before the thing could wake up .

Leons Magma Spears didnt make only the undead tremble, it made all that
part of the dungeon tremble since the creatures roots were covering
everything . Darya didnt know Magma Spear, so she used Fire Tornado to
attack the monster .

Ugh! Donan, you bastard . . . what do you think you are doing? The undead

Trent opened its eyes and said, annoyed .



Leon frowned because it was the first time he had seen a talking monster, but
soon her lost interest even on that name because, for some reason, the Fire
Tornado under Daryas control disappeared, and she was trembling .

Hey, why did you stop? Leon frowned . Keep attacking!

That name… that name… Darya said, her eyes were wide open .

Why do you care about the name a monster said? Leon asked . Keep
attacking!

Donan is… my grandfathers name . Darya said .

Now that was surprising, immediately Leon thought that was just a
coincidence but soon discarded that idea . Something was off . . . why the
undead Trent would say the name of the most influential person in that world
all of a sudden? Although Leon was very interested in that, he didnt stop
attacking the moment he used Appraisal on that thing .

Ancient Undead Trent

Health: 446000/450000

Mana: 1750000/1750000

Stamina: 20000/20000



Active Skills: Cursed Ray Lv 220, Quagmire Lv 120, Stagnation Lv 100,
Mental Drain Lv 100

Passive Skills: Water Absorption Lv 180, Zen Lv 150, Mental Fortitude Lv

120

Leon had fired several Magma Spears, and Daryas Fire Tornado helped him a

lot, but they barely caused any damage to the undead Trent .

It doesnt matter, we can think about this later, Leon said . Just attack!

Darya shook her head and recovered her concentration . It didnt matter why
and how her grandfathers name was mentioned there, what did matter was
that thing was extremely powerful and much more troublesome than the
liches . That became obvious when the atmosphere of that area of the
dungeon changed, and Leon felt his body became heavy to the point where
his bones started to crack .
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Leon used Telekinesis and the ring of gravity to counter Stagnation of the
ancient undead Trent, but the difference in power was too big . Since he also
had to use that on Darya, the number of his attacks decreased a lot .



"This presence . . . you are not Donan . " The undead Trent said . "Another
presence is similar to his . . . a descendant? That fool . . . he said that none
would approach this place . "

That monster was truly resilient . It was receiving Leon's attacks, it was
talking and was able to keep its concentration to cast spells . Despite having
its body being burned by magma .

"Tsk . . . let's see if you can endure this . " Leon clicked his tongue .

Leon stopped shooting Magma Spears for a while and then concentrated, a
few seconds later, a massive lightning bolt fell from the top of the cave hitting

the undead Trent . Stagnation effects disappeared, and then Leon and Darya
had some room to breathe while the tree was letting some smoke out of its
body .

"So much power behind such a simple spell . . . your mana quality . . . " The
undead Trent mumbled . "You are not from this world, are you?"
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It looked like the creature was blind . Regardless, Leon had no reason to
answer that . Instead, he used the chance to make the tree eat some Magma

Spears .

"Insolent fool!" The undead Trent shouted . " You will pay for this!"



The creature stopped using its mouth to talk . Instead, it used its mouth to spit
a massive wave of mud . In the blink of an eye, the entire dungeon became a
sea of mud . . . it was probably the skill Quagmire . The mud was like three
meters deep, and if the creature uses Stagnation again . . . Just like Leon
thought that the air around started to vibrate, and their bodies got heavier .
Fortunately, the steel containers filled with mana liquid were five meters tall,
and the mud didn't spread that far . So, they were alright for the time being .

Leon wanted to use Lightning again and stop the Stagnation, but he didn't .
He couldn't see the purple crystal, but it was probably behind or inside the
undead Trent, if he tried to attack with that kind of spell, he would cause a
dungeon break . It was annoying and didn't help all that much, but Leon
created a block of earth to keep him and Darya out of the mud, and then he
cast Regeneration on himself and on her .

"Just hang in there," Leon said . "That thing can't properly attack us, so we
don't have to worry about being suddenly killed . "

"Ugh… okay…" Darya said on her knees .
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Although Darya was short and light, Leon could see her bleeding from her

knees . She was a cannon-glass even more than Leon, and since she disliked
letting the monsters get too close, her resistances weren't at a high-level .
Even though Leon's Gravity Resistance was level thirty-five, it wasn't of
much use against Stagnation level one hundred .



"Annoying little insects . . . " The undead Trent said, visibly displeased .

Although that would slow down his firing rate, Leon decided to focus a little
more before shooting his Magma Spears . He didn't feel the need to use Haste
before since his target was too far away, and it couldn't attack him directly

per se, but he activated to increase his reaction and overall speed . Despite
that, the number of attacks halved, but all of Leon's Magma Spears hit the

monster's face and caused a lot more damage .

"How dare you . . . how dare you!" The Trent shouted .

Congratulations! The skill Gravity Resistance has leveled up .
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Leon and Darya's bodies got even heavier . This time even Leon's knees
started to bleed because he couldn't do anything but use them as support .
Darya was already laying down on the block of earth, and she lost control
over one of the Fire Tornadoes . She was having a hard time breathing since
her body got several times heavier . . . even the block of earth was starting to
crack .

"This is bad…"

As if that was a joke, the eyes of the Trent started to emit a purple glow, and
then it shot a Cursed Ray toward Leon and Darya . Leon created an Earth
Wall to block the attack, and he succeeded, but soon the Earth Wall started to

break due to the Stagnation . He had to create a thick steel wall to stop that,
but even so, little by little, the wall was sinking in the ground of the cave, all
due to the Stagnation .

"Tsk… so annoying . "

Leon's strongest spell, which was Lightning, was sealed, and he had no other
spell powerful enough to make the undead Trent stop from cast its magic . So,
Leon and Darya could only endure the pain . After making a mental note to
level up all resistances at least to the level fifty, Leon had an idea . It would
be dangerous, but it was the only thing he could do in that situation to change
the tide of the battle . But first, he covered the earth block he and Darya were
with steel .

"Darya, stop your attack and just use your Telekinesis to help me," Leon
said . "Just keep sending mana liquid to my body . "



Darya had no idea why Leon couldn't do that himself, but soon she
understood why when she saw a massive and thick steel spear being created in
front of Leon . The bigger the weapon was, the more mana Leon would have
to use to keep the weapon from falling on the ground before completing .
Instead of creating a big tip for the spear, Leon created a short, but very sharp
tip .

Leon used Telekinesis and the ring of gravity to counter Stagnation of the
ancient undead Trent, but the difference in power was too big . Since he also
had to use that on Darya, the number of his attacks decreased a lot .

This presence . . . you are not Donan . The undead Trent said . Another
presence is similar to his . . . a descendant? That fool . . . he said that none
would approach this place .

That monster was truly resilient . It was receiving Leons attacks, it was
talking and was able to keep its concentration to cast spells . Despite having
its body being burned by magma .

Tsk . . . lets see if you can endure this . Leon clicked his tongue .

Leon stopped shooting Magma Spears for a while and then concentrated, a
few seconds later, a massive lightning bolt fell from the top of the cave hitting

the undead Trent . Stagnation effects disappeared, and then Leon and Darya
had some room to breathe while the tree was letting some smoke out of its
body .

So much power behind such a simple spell . . . your mana quality . . . The
undead Trent mumbled . You are not from this world, are you?



It looked like the creature was blind . Regardless, Leon had no reason to
answer that . Instead, he used the chance to make the tree eat some Magma

Spears .

Insolent fool! The undead Trent shouted . You will pay for this!

The creature stopped using its mouth to talk . Instead, it used its mouth to spit
a massive wave of mud . In the blink of an eye, the entire dungeon became a
sea of mud . . . it was probably the skill Quagmire . The mud was like three
meters deep, and if the creature uses Stagnation again . . . Just like Leon
thought that the air around started to vibrate, and their bodies got heavier .
Fortunately, the steel containers filled with mana liquid were five meters tall,
and the mud didnt spread that far . So, they were alright for the time being .

Leon wanted to use Lightning again and stop the Stagnation, but he didnt . He
couldnt see the purple crystal, but it was probably behind or inside the undead
Trent, if he tried to attack with that kind of spell, he would cause a dungeon
break . It was annoying and didnt help all that much, but Leon created a block
of earth to keep him and Darya out of the mud, and then he cast Regeneration
on himself and on her .

Just hang in there, Leon said . That thing cant properly attack us, so we dont
have to worry about being suddenly killed .

Ugh… okay… Darya said on her knees .

Although Darya was short and light, Leon could see her bleeding from her

knees . She was a cannon-glass even more than Leon, and since she disliked
letting the monsters get too close, her resistances werent at a high-level .



Even though Leons Gravity Resistance was level thirty-five, it wasnt of much
use against Stagnation level one hundred .

Annoying little insects . . . The undead Trent said, visibly displeased .

Although that would slow down his firing rate, Leon decided to focus a little
more before shooting his Magma Spears . He didnt feel the need to use Haste
before since his target was too far away, and it couldnt attack him directly per

se, but he activated to increase his reaction and overall speed . Despite that,
the number of attacks halved, but all of Leons Magma Spears hit the monsters
face and caused a lot more damage .

How dare you . . . how dare you! The Trent shouted .

Congratulations! The skill Gravity Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Leon and Daryas bodies got even heavier . This time even Leons knees
started to bleed because he couldnt do anything but use them as support .



Darya was already laying down on the block of earth, and she lost control
over one of the Fire Tornadoes . She was having a hard time breathing since
her body got several times heavier . . . even the block of earth was starting to
crack .

This is bad…

As if that was a joke, the eyes of the Trent started to emit a purple glow, and
then it shot a Cursed Ray toward Leon and Darya . Leon created an Earth
Wall to block the attack, and he succeeded, but soon the Earth Wall started to

break due to the Stagnation . He had to create a thick steel wall to stop that,
but even so, little by little, the wall was sinking in the ground of the cave, all
due to the Stagnation .

Tsk… so annoying .

Leons strongest spell, which was Lightning, was sealed, and he had no other
spell powerful enough to make the undead Trent stop from cast its magic . So,
Leon and Darya could only endure the pain . After making a mental note to
level up all resistances at least to the level fifty, Leon had an idea . It would
be dangerous, but it was the only thing he could do in that situation to change
the tide of the battle . But first, he covered the earth block he and Darya were
with steel .

Darya, stop your attack and just use your Telekinesis to help me, Leon said .
Just keep sending mana liquid to my body .

Darya had no idea why Leon couldnt do that himself, but soon she understood
why when she saw a massive and thick steel spear being created in front of
Leon . The bigger the weapon was, the more mana Leon would have to use to



keep the weapon from falling on the ground before completing . Instead of
creating a big tip for the spear, Leon created a short, but very sharp tip .
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